
 

Degg J Force 3 *More Info 
 
A multilingual composer and interpreter, Moussa wrote several plays during 
his youth. During a stay in Dakar, he dares to record a first album in just a 
few months with Degg J who enters the legend with a sales record of more 
than 78,000 copies, of the opus entitled “Mach Allah”. 
  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVmRF1PRXX8 
Audio link, Mach Allah  
 
 

 
 
Degg J Force 3 ("Force 3 truth" in Wolof: the three forces being the right) is 
a group founded in 1997 in the Kaloum district of Conakry, Guinea, by 
brothers Moussa M'Baye and Ablaya M 'Baye (aka Skandal) and by 
Moussa Camara (aka 2Pac). Now a duo. 
 
 
 

"Dynasty" their new album 

This time again, they come back with texts tinged with love, ego trips and 
awakenings of conscience of the popular masses. 
On "old-school-new school" beats, stubborn gimmicks, captivating 
melodies based on Mandingo guitar, tradition and modernity come together 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVmRF1PRXX8


to deliver original and contagious pieces. After traveling the world and 
collaborating with the best of the actors of the music industry, the group, 
now represented by Moussa & Skandal, delivers an opus both happy and 
melancholic, like the African continent.  
 
In a style that has no equal, the duo strives to stay in the spirit of the fight 
they have led so far: to make music a way to express the voiceless and the 
pride of the origins by incorporating the sounds and values of their land.  
 
In this album recorded between Paris, Montreal, Dakar, New York and 
Conakry, the duo pours all the rage of the African youth on titles like "Mr La 
Bêtise”; 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5szJQJYkEpE 
Audio, French 
 
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=degg+J+force+Gnakry+Ki
ngdom 
Officiel clip, song mainly in French 
 
his joy in pieces such as" It tells me "; 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVO8w7u0l9o 
Live, 2018 
  
his melancholy in "M’évader "; 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9KCYoBBaoEU 
Audio in French 
 
The album "Dynasty" is aimed at the international and it is with honor that it 
will be the door flag of the Guinean tricolor, because the work is made for 
all but drawing from the joys and sorrows of the Guinean people. 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5szJQJYkEpE
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=degg+J+force+Gnakry+Kingdom
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=degg+J+force+Gnakry+Kingdom
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVO8w7u0l9o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9KCYoBBaoEU


For booking information: 
 
Suzanne Lores 
suzannelores@yahoo.com 
450-858-2293 
Productions Marie Chevrier 
www.marie-chevrier.com 
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